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The zodiac of summer style

Libra, this is your time to enjoy balance. As Jupiter moves 
into Scorpio, your stabilising second house becomes even 

more stable. Your love for fashion and your particular, 
elegant style has earned you an enviable closet, and this 
summer you’ll enhance it through a classic, boho-chic 

mood. Just a warning: your rooted and refined style could 
get too ascetic, and you’ll find yourself wearing togas and 
walking around barefoot. As lovely as that sounds, it may 

create some problems during your next city vacation.

Cancer, you daydreamer. Your sign may be  represented 
by a crab, but don’t let that hinder you from breaking out 
of your sartorial shell. You’re no stranger to dressing in 
a refined and elegant manner, but with summer a wave 
of change arrives. According to the stars you will chan-

nel a laid-back style, perfect for an impending trip to 
California. While in L.A. you’ll slip into floaty summer 
dresses, drape yourself in florals, steer into the sunset 

and embrace a sunny, carefree lifestyle.  

Wow, Leo. As your sign has one lunar eclipse here and 
one solar eclipse there, it’s time to pursue your wildest 
wardrobe dreams. Since your style idol is already ‘70s 

David Bowie – bold, creative and totally out there – 
brace yourself for a summer of fashion 2.0. Street style 
 photographers will be chasing you down the road, and 

the biggest influencer agency will sign you up even 
though you don’t have an Instagram account… yet. 

 Promise to get us in at those wild summer parties, please.

Virgo, you always pay attention to detail and aspire 
to achieve outfit perfection, but during the summer 
of 2018 four eclipses present four opportunities to 

try to let go. Inspired by the heightened awareness of 
 nature that summer serves, flowers and wilderness are 
set to  become your obsession. Feeling at ease in your 
new look, you’ll embark on a nomadic journey where 
you meet a guru who will give you a new name. This 

 summer you will be called: “Psyche Delia”. Embrace it.

Cancer
June 21 – July 22

Virgo
August 23 – September 22

Libra
September 23 – October 22

Leo
July 23 – August 22

As the stars align in the sky, the horoscope foresees some serious sartorial updates coming your way.  
One thing is true: the planets know what you’re wearing this summer.

Summer, as we know, is all about the 
craft that Gemini basically invented – 

 accessorising. When Uranus shows up in 
your twelfth house, your wardrobe will 
undergo a serious spiritual awakening. 

With warm-weather outfits underpinned 
by statement shoes, bags, sunglasses and 

headscarves, prepare to deep-dive into your 
fashionable  subconscious and start layering 
accessories like never before. This season, 

fashion is the new meditation. 

Gemini
May 21 – June 20

Pisces, you are the sign most devoted to astrology, which is  fantastic  
as it means you’ll actually be reading this. Good news – your  summer 

is going to be glorious. As Saturn exits your tenth house, Jupiter is 
flying free in your ninth which means optimistic energy galore.  

Your wardrobe of sublime summer dresses will grow, probably due 
to your new-found penchant for collecting passport stamps on trips to 
warmer climes. Being ‘the mermaid of the zodiac’ you are happiest 
lounging on a yacht, sailing all five of the world’s oceans – so slick 
back your hair, put on an effortless dress and get ready for summer.   

Brace yourself Taurus as Uranus enters your sign at the time of a  
new moon. Be prepared to revamp your usually sophisticated and 

 classic taste in clothes: adding a hippie touch to your style will make 
you sparkle all summer. Home of bohemian glamour, a holiday in  

Ibiza may be on the horizon. But you won’t be attracted by the 
 hedonistic pool parties, instead you’ll be practising yoga on the 

beach by day and evoking your inner boho darling through printed 
 headscarves and wrap skirts come sunset. 

Aries, you’re used to being the trailblazer of the bunch so here is 
some excellent news for you: this is the perfect summer to turn up 

the volume in your closet. Whatever you wear, make sure it puts you 
in the  spotlight. With Jupiter whirring in your eighth house, you’ll be 
 combining your outfits like never before. Here is some advice: you do 
you. A stampede of animal prints from head to toe? Why not, go for it, 

you’re the leader of the zodiac after all.

Pisces
February 19 – March 20

Taurus
April 20 – May 20

Aries
March 21 – April 19

Saturn, your ruling planet, is the cute one with its 
prominent ring system making it totally unique.  

This summer, with four impending eclipses, you might 
want to take your polished wardrobe to the next level. 

Get inspired by Saturn’s yellow hue and add some 
 sunny saffron shades to your ensembles. If it feels 

too out of the box, fear not, as your eleventh house of 
technology is here to guide you. Next thing, you’ll be 
planning an excursion to Silicon Valley to launch an 

app version of Cher’s outfit-composer machine in  
iconic fashion flick Clueless. Outfit doubt, no more.

As a Scorpio, you tend to nurture your innate femininity  
by keeping a tough exterior (i.e. you’re familiar with  

leather pants). But since you’re having expansive Jupiter 
 watching over you this summer – take the chance and 

dig into your feminine core. By embracing a  colourful, 
 maximalist  wardrobe you’ll let your inner goddess  blossom. 

Soon, (according to this summer’s Leo lunar eclipse) 
uncovering your fondness for femininity will attune you 

with fellow Scorpio, the cool, gardening-obsessed  princess 
Grace Kelly. By the end of September, you may even have a 

flower named after you, just like she did.

Being the go-getter sign for whom there is no such 
thing as “too much”, you’re always tuned into the   

latest  fashion trends. But this summer does  present 
some calmness into your hectic life. Zen master  Jupiter 
wants you to explore your spiritual side and dial down 

on all the drama. Style-wise that means clothes that 
keep you earthbound. Go for lightweight pieces in 

organic cotton and a natural palette. The planet we’re 
standing on is just as important as those playing mind 

games with us up there, after all.

Aquarius, you’re the head-turner, the one who loves 
to experiment and try unusual looks. This summer 
you’re having a downright party in the sky, with 

Jupiter,  Uranus and Saturn all influencing the  playlist. 
 Style-wise this means your inner flower child will 

 blossom. Maximalist floral-print styles will go perfectly 
with your new free-spirited attitude. Let the words of 
famous Aquarian Virginia Woolf, “I am rooted, but  

I flow” guide you into a career in the realm of spiritual 
healing which goes perfectly with your new age vibe.

Scorpio
October 23 – November 21

Capricorn
December 22 – January 19

Aquarius
January 20 – February 18

Sagittarius
November 22 – December 21




